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Abstract: Hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism is a major  disease in India which arises due to malfunctioning of 

thyroid hormones. Medical industry has enormous quantity of data, but the bulk of this data is not processed. For 

proper diagnosis data must be processed accurately. For accurate processing intelligent Machine Learning 

techniques are widely used. In this paper an attempt is made to analyze Logistic regression  andSupport Vector 

Machine (SVM) for multiclass classification of thyroid dataset.Performance of these techniques ison basis of 

Precision, Recall, F measure, ROC, RMS Error and accuracy. Our analysis shows that logistic regression  is more 

efficientthanSVM for multiclass classification of thyroid dataset. 

 
 

I.Introduction 

The thyroid is a little gland in the neck that produces thyroid hormones. It may produce too much or too 

small of these hormones. Hypothyroidism is a situation in which thyroid gland is not able to produce 

sufficient thyroid hormones. These hormones regulate metabolism of the body and further affects how the 

body uses energy. Lacking the accurate amount of thyroid hormones, body’s normal functions start to 

slow down and body faces changes each day (hello, mood swings, happy,sadfatigue, depression, 

constipation, feeling cold, weight gain, muscle weakness, dry, thinning hair,slowed heart rate). 

Hyperthyroidism is a condition when thyroid gland produces too much thyroid hormones[2].  Symptoms 

of hyperthyroidism are nervousness, restlessness, inability to concentrate ,increased appetite, difficulty 

sleeping, itching, hair loss, nausea and vomiting.  For diagnosis entire medical history and physical tests 

(free T4, T3Test, Cholesterol test, TSH Test )are required. As these test produces large amount of data 

and MLcan be used forfinding  important features from large amount of data. Due to this specialty of ML 

can be usedin combination with medical science for the accurate diagnosis of hypo thyroidismdisease[1]. 

A number of ML techniqueshave been evolved and in order to achieve best accuracy of a model 

ensembles are widely used[7]. 

A nonparametric test exposed accurately massive contrasts between FV-PTC and ordinary thyroid using 

both parameters (p <; 0.05).  These preliminary results advised that phantom based quantitative 

ultrasound imaging using machine learning is valuable for the administration of thyroid tumour [4]. The 

outcomes demonstrates that the JET model providedexact depictions of thyroid knobs when contrasted 

with LD and copes with the confinements of the past thyroid  depiction approaches [5].Polat considered 

artificial immune- recognition system (AIRS) for thyroid diagnosis, and found 81% accuracy [6]. Keles 

proposed an expert system using  Neuro-Fuzzy classification method for thyroid  diagnosis and found an 

accuracy of 95.33% [8].Temurtas did thyroid disease diagnosis with the help of Multi Layer Perception 

(MLP) with Levenberg Marquardt- LM algorithm was done and found accuracy  of 93.19%[9]. Wavelet 

used Support Vector Machine (WSVM) and Generalized Discriminant Analysis (GDA) methods for 

thyroid diagnosis and got 91.86% classification accuracy[10]. Chen did optimization using particle swarm 

optimization for thyroid disease, and found accuracy of 97.49% [11].Chen,Hui-Ling proposed an expert 

system, called Fisher Score Particle Swarm Optimization Support Vector Machines (FS-PSO-SVM)  and 

was evaluated on thyroid disease dataset [12].Binary logistic regression,  naïve Bayes classifier,support 

vector machine (SVM), and  radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) were analyzed forthyroid 
diagnosis[13–14]. Analyzed various ML techniques for medical diagnosis[15]. 

 

 

https://www.healthline.com/symptom/unable-to-concentrate
https://www.healthline.com/symptom/increased-appetite
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https://www.healthline.com/symptom/difficulty-sleeping
https://www.healthline.com/symptom/difficulty-sleeping
https://www.healthline.com/health/itching
https://www.healthline.com/symptom/hair-loss
https://www.healthline.com/health/nausea-and-vomiting
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II. Thyroid Detection Models 

Under this section we will discuss Logistic Regressionand SVM  modelsused to detect  Thyroid  Disease. 

A. Logistic Regression 

Logistic regression is a ML technique used to allocate records into  discrete set of classes.  Linear 

regression produces continuous number values as output. Linear Regression can predicts the student’s test 

attain on a scale of 0 - 100 (predictions are continuous as range is required). Logistic Regression[1] can 

be used to predict whether the student is pass or fail. Logistic regression predictions are discrete (only 

exact values or categories are permissible). Binary logistic regression: this will take two values 0 or 1  

𝑌 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋 + 𝑒 
To map predicted values to probabilities, sigmoid function is used. This function maps any real value into 

another value between 0 and 1. In machine learning, sigmoid is used to map predictions to probabilities. 

𝜎𝑡 =
1

1 + 𝑒−𝑡
 

 

The output of this is the estimated probability whichtells how confident can predicted value be actual 

value when X is given as an input. 

 

B. Support Vector Machine 
SVM[12] is used for the classification of both linear and non-linear data. This technique is derived from 

statistical learning theory given by Vipnik in 1992. SVM technique  solvesthe problem by finding out the 

hyper-plane with maximum margin.For nonlinearlyseparable data, it transformsthe training data into a 

higher dimension space by doing non linear mapping. By transforming it into high dimensional space, it 

searches for linear optimal separating hyper-plane. This transformation technique into high dimension 

always helps in searching for an optimal hyper-plane using support vectors and margins[13]. SVM 

achieved classification by finding optimal MMHand minimizing the classification errors.  

 

 
Figure1.Thyroid dataset 

 

https://ml-cheatsheet.readthedocs.io/en/latest/activation_functions.html#activation-sigmoid
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III. Data Source 
To detect Thyroid Disease, dataset wastaken from UCI repository. The Thyroid dataset has 30 attributes 

and 3772 records. 

 

 
 

 
Fig2: Attributes description of Thyroid dataset 

 

In Thyroid dataset,Class is nominal variable having four different values. From above Figure we can 

find that age, TSH, T3,TT4 ,T4U,FTI,TBG,Referral source  are numeric variables.Sex, on thyroxine, 
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query on thyroxine,on antithyroid medication,sick, pregnant,thyroid surgery,I131 treatment, query 

hypothyroid, query hyperthyroid,lithium,goitre and all the remaining attributes are nominal having two 

values. 

IV. Results 

Logistic regression and SVM machine learning techniques are used to analyze Thyroid dataset using 

Weka version 3.6. Initially dataset had 30 attributes and 3772 records. Logistic regression and Support 

Vector Machine are compared on basis of Precision,Recall,F measure,ROC and RMS Error.Figure 1. 

shows confusion matrix obtained by logistic regression. Figure 2. shows results obtained usinglogistic 

regression..Figure 3 shows confusion matrix obtained by SVM.Figure 4 shows results obtained using 

SVM.  

Figure 1:Confusion matrix obtained by Logistic Regression 

 
Figure 2: Results obtained by Logistic Regression 

 
Figure 3:Confusion matrix obtained by SVM 
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Figure 4: Results obtained by SVM 

 Precision Recall F measure ROC RMS Error 

Logistic regression .968 .968 .967 .979 .112 

SVM .888 .936 .91 .594 .3213 

Table 1: Comparison of Logistic regression and Support Vector Machine (SVM) on basis of 

Precision,Recall,F measure,ROC and RMS Error 

 

 
Figure5: Graphical representation ofComparison of Logistic regression and  Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) on basis of Precision,Recall,F measure,ROC and RMS Error. 

 

 
Figure 6: ROC curve of Logistic regression 
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Figure 7: ROC curve of SVM 

 

Accuracy 

Logistic Regression 96.8452 

SVM 93.6108 

Table 2: Comparison of Logistic regression and Support Vector Machine (SVM) on basis of Accuracy 

 

 
Figure 8: Graphical representation of Comparison of Logistic regression and Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) on the basis of Accuracy. 

 

Table 1. depicts the comparison between Logistic regression and Support Vector Machine (SVM) on 

basis of Precision, Recall, F measure, ROC and  RMS Error.Figure 5 shows the Graphical representation 

of Logistic regression and  Support Vector Machine (SVM) on basis of Precision,Recall,F measure,ROC 

and RMS Error. Figure 5 showsthat logistic regression is performed better than Support Vector Machine 

in allthe  parameters like Precision,Recall,F measure,RMS Error.Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows the ROC 

curve of Logistic regression and Support Vector Machine (SVM).  Logistic Regression outperformed 

Support Vector Machine as shown in ROC curve. Table 2 exhibits the comparison between Logistic 

regression and Support Vector Machine (SVM) on basis of Accuracy.Figure 8 shows the Graphical 

representation of Logistic regression and Support Vector Machine (SVM) on basis of accuracy. Figure 8 

shows that logistic regression is performed better than Support Vector Machine on the basis of accuracy. 

No doubt, SVM is more stable technique than Logistic Regression for binary classification. But in case of 

multiclass classification Logistic Regression outperforms SVM.Hence, it can conclude that SVM 

performance deteriorates as number of classes increases.  

 

V. Conclusion: 

ML techniquescan be used for Thyroid detection. In this paper logistic regression and SVM are usedto 

predictThyroid.These techniques are compared on the basis of Precision,Recall,F measure,ROC, RMS 
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Error and accuracy. This paper showed that instead of SVM,logistic regression turns out to be best 

classifier for Thyroid  detection when number of classes increases.  
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